Effect of minimum quantity lubrication strategies on tribological study of simulated machining operation
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Abstract. The main aim of this paper was to reproduce the frictional behaviour that occurred in milling with a pin-on-cylinder system. Three different tribological tests were conducted reproducing friction phenomenon that happened in three machining conditions: (i) dry rubbing, representing the dry machining condition, (ii) MQL applied to front face rubbing which was similar to milling with MQL applied on the insert rake face and (iii) MQL applied to rear end rubbing which was similar to milling with MQL applied on flank face. Tribological tests were carried out with coated tungsten carbide pins rubbing on X100CrMoV5 steel cylinder. Apparent coefficient of friction, adhesion area and heat flux transmitted to the pin were analysed. It has been shown that MQL rear end rubbing provided a lower adhesion area and lower apparent coefficient of friction than with MQL front face rubbing. Furthermore, MQL rear end rubbing resulted in a greater cooling ability. These findings helped to explain why better results were obtained with MQL flank face lubrication in milling compared to MQL rake face lubrication.
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1 Introduction

Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL) was an environment-friendly and economically beneficial method in machining [1–3]. Small amount of bio-degradable oil mist was sprayed on the cutting zone with pressurized air in order to improve machinability [4–6]. The extreme reduction in lubricant quantities resulted in nearly dry workpieces and chips. Several studies highlighted the benefit of using inner channels in order to specifically spray the cutting area [1,6–10]. This novel technique ensured precise lubrication supply directly to the cutting zone [11]. The difficulty for the oil mist to reach the cutting edges during machining was the main problem of this technique. The chip formation and the extreme contact between tool and workpiece limited the lubrication process [12–14]. In this context, a new spray method able to successfully lubricate the cutting edges needed to be considered.

Some authors have turned to insert flank face lubrication and compared it to conventional rake face lubrication. Masoudi et al. investigated the influence of MQL nozzle position on cutting forces and surface roughness during turning of AISI 1045 steel. The rake face sprayed by MQL nozzle gave lower cutting forces and lower roughness than a single nozzle on the flank face [15]. On another side, Ekinovic et al. investigated the influence of MQL rake face and flank face separately. Both lubrication methods gave the same results in terms of cutting forces. As a result, the position of the nozzle does not significantly affect the cutting forces during MQL turning of carbon steel St52-3 [16]. However, another study compared the influence of either simultaneously lubricating both faces, or solely on the flank face or rake face in finish turning of AISI 1045 steel with high pressure coolant. The longest tool lives were obtained when fluid was applied on the flank face with high pressure and low flow rate, or on both faces simultaneously with high pressure and high flow rate [17]. Banerjee et al. investigated an experimental system in end-milling Ti-6Al-4V wherein two separate supply systems provide an oil-air mixture at the rake and flank faces. The flow parameters such as proportion of oil are individually controlled at the rake and flank faces individually. It was found that injecting the oil fully at the flank face is beneficial for providing the best surface finish and decreasing tool wear [3]. Furthermore, Attanasio et al.
compared dry machining with only rake face and flank face MQL lubrication during turning 100Cr6 steel [18]. Dry and MQL cutting with rake face lubrication presented similar tool life. However, whatever the tested feed rate, better tool life up to 20% was obtained with MQL applied on flank face. Moreover, after SEM analysis of the inserts, lubricant components were observed on the flank face (calcium and sulphide), but no chemical components of the lubricant were detected on the rake face. Furthermore, the study of Hadad et al. led to surface roughness decrease up to 15% when turning AISI 4140 steel with MQL flank face lubrication compared to rake face lubrication [19]. Finally, in a turning study of SCM440H, the surface roughness of the workpiece was improved by the oil mist supplied to the flank face over a large cutting speed range of 30–300 m min\(^{-1}\) compared to rake face lubrication [20]. Recently, in previous experiments [21], the influence of MQL lubrication position in milling X100CrMoV5 steel has been investigated. Results showed that the efficiency of MQL process was ensured when applied to flank face. The lubricant penetrated the tool/workpiece interface which led to a lower surface roughness of about 40% and better tool life of 15% compared to MQL applied on rake face [21]. From the above studies, flank face lubrication is generally a better choice than rake face lubrication in turning and in milling. Nevertheless, there is an important lack of fundamental understanding of the phenomena occurring at the tool–chip and at the tool–workpiece interfaces [22].

In order to understand the wear mechanisms and such different behaviours when MQL was applied on rake face and flank face, tribological tests need to be considered. Hence, a tribological study was represented in this article to determine frictional behaviour regarding milling strategy to investigate the results in the previous study [21]. Two types of tribometers can be used: closed tribometers and opened tribometers. Closed tribometers processes consisted on a pin with a flat or spherical tip in friction against a disc, a cylinder or a plate. The pin rubbed continuously on the same track in order to determine the wear mechanisms of the pin. But, this pin-on-disc process did not consider a new rubbing friction surface occurred in milling machining [23,24]. In order to represent the real frictional contact during milling, opened tribometers were used to offer better similarity with machining since pins were rubbed over a constantly new surface.

The opened systems of Zemzemi (axial tribometer) and Bonnet (radial tribometer) were therefore found to be effective in simulating the tribological conditions similar to those occurring at the tool-chip and tool-material interfaces. Both of these tribometers reached a contact pressure of 3 GPa [23,24]. The results obtained with the Bonnet’s tribometer showed coherent results in terms of apparent coefficient of friction. More specifically, results with MQL showed lower coefficient compared to dry tests [14,25,26]. Moreover, this tribometer provided the opportunity for a wide range of rubbing speeds [24]. From these previous results, the choice focused on the tribometer type of Bonnet and the tribological study presented in this paper was investigated with radial pin-on-cylinder tests.

The main aim of this article was to investigate two MQL conditions (Flank Face and Rake Face lubrication) met in milling [21] through tribological study in order to understand the mechanisms explaining better results with the MQL flank face. Three different tribological pin-on-cylinder tests were conducted: dry rubbing as a reference condition, MQL applied to front face rubbing and MQL applied to rear end rubbing. These tests were carried out with tungsten carbide pins grade 4240 from Sandvik Coromant supplier rubbing on X100CrMoV5 steel cylinder. The effects of lubrication configurations were analysed in terms of apparent coefficient of friction, adhesion area and heat flux transmitted to the pin.

2 Experimental details

In order to understand the friction mechanisms during face milling mould steel material (X100CrMoV5 type) when using MQL assistance, some tribological tests were performed on pin-on-cylinder technique. Due to the industrial context, pins were taken as the same as the carbide inserts and coating used in milling strategy from previous study [21].

2.1 Materials and measurement

A 4240 grade tungsten carbide hemispherical head pins with MTCVD Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) coating were used in this study. All the pins had 40 mm length and Ø 8 mm with a measured surface roughness of 0.2 μm. The surface roughness has been measured by a 3D profilometer using VEECO software. The hemispherical head had 17 mm radius (Fig. 1a).

All pins were achieved with two holes of Ø 1 mm in order to measure temperature. The holes were located at 1 mm and 4 mm from the hemispherical head of the pin, as
shown in Figure 1a. Temperatures were obtained with Ø 0.13 mm K-type thermocouples connected to National Instruments NI USB-9162 equipment.

X100CrMoV5 mould steel was used in this study as a cylindrical bar, with a cross section of Ø 80 mm and a length of 500 mm. Chemical composition of the cylindrical bar is given in Table 1. During the frictional test only 396 mm length was considered. After each frictional test, the cylindrical bar was longitudinally turned with a cutting depth of 0.1 mm in order to remove the plastically affected layer induced by the previous friction test and a new pin is fixed. Some alcohol was applied to remove any lubricant residue. The experimental test was set on digitally controlled Victor Vturn-A26 turning machine.

2.2 Tribological test configurations

Tribological studies were conducted in order to better understand the differences between the tool life results in milling machining configurations and to reproduce lubrication with MQL applied on rake face and MQL applied on flank face [21].

Three rubbing configurations were tested to reproduce three machining conditions under different lubrications:

- Dry rubbing, representing the dry machining condition.
- MQL applied to front face rubbing (MQL FFR) which was the configuration representing milling with MQL on the rake face (Fig. 2a).
- MQL applied to rear end rubbing (MQL RER): this configuration represented milling with MQL on flank face (Fig. 2b).

All the tests were repeated at least three times.

In order to be in the same configuration as in machining when using MQL by inner canalizations on the tool holder [21], Ø1.6 mm nozzle is oriented at 30° from the contact plan. The MQL nozzle was located also in the same distance (7 mm as shown in Fig. 1b) and at the same side of the pin. The applied MQL regarding to milling conditions observed in the previous study (rake face or flank face) is governed by the rotating direction of the bar.

The oil mist was generated by an external mixing device (Lubrilean Digital Super device developed by SKF) supplied by 7 bar air pressure. Digital Super software can control the oil mist device to set the oil mist flow rate at 7 ml h⁻¹ with about 27 NL min⁻¹ air flow rate. The selected oil was a synthetic ester PX5130 from the supplier Total. The apparent coefficient of friction and the temperature were measured during 396 mm long bar. The first quarter of test period was not considered until the temperature was stabilized. The contact forces were measured during the test using a KISTLER type 9129AA dynamometer.

The apparent coefficient of friction \( \mu_{\text{app}} \) was calculated according to Coulomb’s law (Eq. (1)).

\[
\mu_{\text{app}} = \frac{F_t}{F_n}, \tag{1}
\]

where \( F_t \) and \( F_n \) were respectively the tangential force and the normal force on the pin. This apparent coefficient of friction could be decomposed into an adhesion friction \( \mu_{\text{adh}} \) and a plastic deformation friction \( \mu_{\text{def}} \) [27] as shown in equation (2).

\[
\mu_{\text{app}} = \mu_{\text{adh}} + \mu_{\text{def}}. \tag{2}
\]

In order to be in the same milling machining configuration, a contact pressure of 1.7 GPa was measured with the ratio between the cutting force and the contact surface [21].

Table 1. Chemical composition of the X100CrMoV5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical components</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Containing (in wt.%)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>≤0.025</td>
<td>≤0.025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Illustration of the MQL application configurations (a) in front face rubbing (by analogy with MQL rake face) and (b) in rear end rubbing (by analogy with MQL flank face).
In these tribological tests, the contact pressure has been evaluated by the Hertz theory described in equation (3) [28] as follows:

\[ P_n = \frac{3 \times F_n}{2 \times \pi \times a^2}, \]

where \( P_n \) was the normal pressure of the contact (MPa), \( F_n \) was the measured normal force applied to the pin (N) and \( a \) was the contact radius (mm).

This relationship allowed ascertaining of the normal force to apply [28]. The contact radius was estimated by Hertz’s equation (Eq. (4)), as follows:

\[ a = \left\{ \frac{3 \times \pi \times R_1 \times R_2}{4 \times (R_1 + R_2)} \left[ \frac{1 - v_1^2}{\pi \times E_1} + \frac{1 - v_2^2}{\pi \times E_2} \right] \right\}^{1/3}, \]

where \( R_i \), \( E_i \) and \( v_i \) were, respectively, the radius (mm), the Young modulus (MPa) and the Poisson coefficient of the considered materials. The summary of these mechanical properties is shown in Table 2. Mechanical properties of the pin are nearly three times higher than the cylinder, which led to not consider the properties of the coating in this study.

**Table 2. Mechanical and geometrical properties of contact materials.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Young modulus ( E_i ) (GPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio ( v_i )</th>
<th>Radius ( R_i ) (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pin (1)</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder (2)</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adhesion area, apparent coefficient of friction and dissipated heat flux in the pin were measured for each test, in order to understand the physical phenomena of the applied MQL.

The rubbing velocity was taken as 135 m min\(^{-1}\) with a pin rate of 0.4 mm tr\(^{-1}\) in order to be in the same machining conditions and to get freshly removed material. A 125 N normal force was applied from the pin to the bar in order to be in the same contact pressure than the milling conditions, up to 1.7 GPa [21].

Figure 3a-c showed the evolution of the apparent coefficient of friction, the adhesion area and the temperature gradient, respectively, for the three lubrication conditions (dry, MQL FFR and MQL RER). Normal and tangential forces were measured during rubbing. These rubbing forces were considered in order to calculate the apparent coefficients of friction (Fig. 3a). Error bars highlighted consistent and good level of repeatability of results. The application of MQL FFR reduced the apparent coefficient of friction by up to 72% compared to dry rubbing. With the application of MQL RER, coefficient of friction was reduced by up to 42% compared to MQL FFR.

The size of adhesion area (Fig. 3b) was measured by image analysis using an optical microscope Keyence VHX-500 (top of Fig. 4). This adhesion area was bigger than the theoretical contact area and was defined by the friction of material generated by a strong plastic strain from the material to the pin. Outlines were drawn by image post-treatment in order to predict the adhesion area. Error bars highlighted similar and repetitive results. Adhesion area was reduced by up to 65% with the application of MQL FFR compared to dry rubbing.

During these frictional tests, temperatures were measured with two Ø 0.13 mm K-type thermocouples set into the pins as shown previously in Figure 1. Temperature
gradient measurements ($\Delta T$) were conducted between the two measurement points in the pins. Figure 3c showed the same trend observed on the apparent coefficients of friction and adhesion area. Error bars were small and led to repetitive results regarding the different temperature gradients with MQL. But in dry condition error bar was very high, leading to no repetitive results. Several factors could influence the variation in gradient temperature such as sticking phenomena, pin wear or vibration.

3 Discussion

As expected, applying MQL had significant benefits in terms of friction, temperature and adhesion, regarding to dry condition. Adhesion area of pins for each configuration were analysed under JEOL JSM-6480 scanning electron microscope (bottom of Fig. 4), as a complement of optical microscope analysis (top of Fig. 4). SEM analyses highlighted the build-up phenomenon in the adhesion area with brightness adjustment. Results showed that there was no significant chipping adhesion when MQL was used (Fig. 4b and c), when compared to the dry condition (Fig. 4a). MQL application reduced the severity of the contact. Rubbing tests with MQL RER decreased the adhesion area up to 29.65% when compared to MQL FFR. The decrease of adhesion area resulted from a better oil penetration at pin-workpiece interface.

Adhesion area had a direct influence on temperature and more specifically on the heat flux dissipated on pins ($\Phi_{\text{pin}}$). From the temperature gradient ($\Delta T$) measured in the last paragraph, dissipated heat flux was determined by

$$\phi_{\text{pin}} = \lambda_{\text{Cr,100°C}} \times S_{\text{pin}} \times \frac{\Delta T}{dx},$$

where $S_{\text{pin}}$ was the pin cross-section ($m^2$), $dx$ was the distance between the two temperature measurement points on the pin (m) and $\lambda_{\text{Cr,100°C}}$ was the thermal conductivity of the grade of tungsten carbide at 100°C ($W \cdot m^{-1} \cdot K^{-1}$).

The physical and geometrical characteristics and the dissipated heat flux results were given in Table 3.

Heat flux in the pin was higher with dry rubbing condition than using MQL, reaching approximately 54 W. When using MQL, heat flow was reduced by a factor of about 4 and 7 with MQL FFR and MQL RER, respectively, when compared to dry test. A very significant difference between both applied MQL was observed. The dissipated heat flux when MQL was applied in front face rubbing was about twice as high as that with MQL applied in rear end rubbing.

| Table 3. Summary of results measured and calculated for the three rubbing environments. |
|-----------------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|
| $\Delta T$ ($^\circ$C) | Dry | MQL FFR | MQL RER |
| $\lambda_{\text{Cr,100°C}}$ ($W \cdot m^{-1} \cdot K^{-1}$) | 47.60 | 11.66 | 6.67 |
| $S_{\text{pin}}$ ($m^2$) | 5.03 | $5.03 \times 10^{-5}$ | |
| $\phi_{\text{pin}}$ (W) | 53.77 | 13.17 | 7.53 |

Fig. 4. Optical microscope at the top and SEM analysis at the bottom of the adhesion surfaces on the pin for (a) dry, (b) MQL FFR and (c) MQL RER conditions.
MQL applied on front face rubbing and MQL applied on rear end rubbing conditions were performed during these tests by analogy with previous results studied in milling machining (MQL applied on flank face and MQL applied on rake face). Dry tests were conducted as reference. Apparent coefficient of friction, adhesion area and temperature gradient were analysed. As expected, the investigation indicated that the application of MQL offered better results than with dry condition in terms of adhesion area and generated heat flux. The applied MQL at pin rear end rubbing reduced coefficient of friction by up to 42% compared to MQL front face rubbing. Moreover, rubbing tests with MQL rear end rubbing decreased the adhesion area up to 29.65% when compared to MQL front face rubbing, thanks to a better oil penetration at pin-workpiece interface. Finally, heat flow was reduced to almost half with MQL rear end rubbing compared to front face rubbing. These pin-on-cylinder test observations led to better understand the tribological phenomena occurring in machining. MQL applied on front face rubbing (MQL applied on rake face by analogy with milling machining) did not penetrate as much as required at tool workpiece interface. The generated plastic deformation area, similar to a chip by analogy with milling machining, prevented the oil mist penetration. On the other side, with MQL applied to rear end rubbing, the lubricated zone supported lower pressures enabling the fluid to penetrate the pin-workpiece interface. Similarly, with machining, higher pressures are located on the insert rake face rather than flank face [30]. Then, oil mist penetrates more effectively the insert-workpiece interface rather than insert-chip interface.

This study successfully explained the results obtained with MQL flank face (in the previous study [21]) compared to MQL rake face in terms of tool life and roughness of the machined surface.

In future works, same studies could be conducted with different coating and oil properties on different materials to see if the results show the same trend. Thus, different machining conditions under MQL applied on flank face on different materials could be extended.

The authors would like to thank the cutting tool research centre operators (CEROC, France), for their support in machining and tribological tests and also gratefully acknowledge SANDVIK-COROMANT for pins supplies.

4 Conclusions

Pin-on-cylinder tests have been performed with 4240 grade tungsten carbide hemispherical head pin with MTCVD Al₂O₃ coating on X100CrMoV5 cylinder. MQL applied on front face rubbing and MQL applied on rear end rubbing conditions were performed during these tests by analogy with previous results studied in milling machining (MQL applied on flank face and MQL applied on rake face). Dry tests were conducted as reference. Apparent coefficient of friction, adhesion area and temperature gradient were analysed. As expected, the investigation indicated that the application of MQL offered better results than with dry condition in terms of adhesion area and generated heat flux. The applied MQL at pin rear end rubbing reduced coefficient of friction by up to 42% compared to MQL front face rubbing. Moreover, rubbing tests with MQL rear end rubbing decreased the adhesion area up to 29.65% when compared to MQL front face rubbing, thanks to a better oil penetration at pin-workpiece interface. Finally, heat flow was reduced to almost half with MQL rear end rubbing compared to front face rubbing. These pin-on-cylinder test observations led to better understand the tribological phenomena occurring in machining. MQL applied on front face rubbing (MQL applied on rake face by analogy with milling machining) did not penetrate as much as required at tool workpiece interface. The generated plastic deformation area, similar to a chip by analogy with milling machining, prevented the oil mist penetration. On the other side, with MQL applied to rear end rubbing, the lubricated zone supported lower pressures enabling the fluid to penetrate the pin-workpiece interface. Similarly, with machining, higher pressures are located on the insert rake face rather than flank face [30]. Then, oil mist penetrates more effectively the insert-workpiece interface rather than insert-chip interface.

This study successfully explained the results obtained with MQL flank face (in the previous study [21]) compared to MQL rake face in terms of tool life and roughness of the machined surface.

In future works, same studies could be conducted with different coating and oil properties on different materials to see if the results show the same trend. Thus, different machining conditions under MQL applied on flank face on different materials could be extended.

The authors would like to thank the cutting tool research centre operators (CEROC, France), for their support in machining and tribological tests and also gratefully acknowledge SANDVIK-COROMANT for pins supplies.
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